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•  Taylor & Francis have released a set of five data sharing policies across their publications

•  Authors submitting to a journal with a data policy are supported with information on
relevant data repositories and guidance for the process of sharing that data

•  Taylor & Francis’s 2019 roadmap for data sharing policy implementation is to work with
editors and societies to move as many journals as possible to more progressive policies



In 2018, Taylor & Francis released a suite of data 
sharing policies. Recognizing the variances in readi-
ness to adopt data sharing within different fields and 
different regions, the data policy suite offers a range 
of five policies that extend from encouraging authors 
to share and cite data, to two levels of sharing data to 
making data open under a CC-BY, CC0, or equivalent 
license in full compliance with the FAIR principles 1,2. 

The Basic Data Sharing Policy was rolled out to all 
titles owned by Taylor & Francis as well as a number 
of society titles after agreement with the society and 
editor, and by the end of 2018 this amounted to more 
than 1600 titles.  The Basic Policy encourages authors 
to deposit their data in a recognized data reposito-
ry such as Figshare, to cite the data and to provide 
a Data Availability Statement describing where and 
under what conditions the data can be accessed. All 
titles published by Taylor & Francis now provide for 
data citation and linking to associated data sets.

Like other large publishing houses, Taylor & Francis 
recognized the need to introduce data policies in 
light of funder mandates, calls for improved trans-
parency and reproducibility of data, and extraction 
of new knowledge. Adopting the basic policy allows 
editors, authors and societies to begin familiarizing 
themselves with the practice of data sharing, while 
those editors and societies, for example within Earth 
Sciences, who are positioned to adopt more progres-
sive approaches to data sharing are able to do so.

“Given the breadth of subject areas we work with, 
it was important to recognize that data sharing is 
not binary - data is not simply open or closed,” said 
Caroline Sutton, Director of Editorial Development. 
“There are degrees of open. By structuring our poli-
cies along a continuum of openness and compliance 
with FAIR principles, we hope this makes it possible 
for researchers to be as open as possible with their 
research data in relation to their circumstances.” 

The Taylor & Francis Data Sharing Policy Suite

Data Sharing Policies. Taylor and Francis. CC-BY-NC. 3 
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Level of data  
sharing

Data availability 
statement

Persistent  
identifier for 
data

Data citation

License applied  
to data set 

Basic Share upon reasonable 
request

Publicly available Open data Open and fully FAIR 

Authors are encouraged 
to share or make open the 
data associated with the 
paper, where this does not 
violate the protection of 
human subjects or other 
valid privacy concerns.

Authors publishing  
with the journal agree to 
make their data available 
upon reasonable request.  
It’s up to the author to 
determine whether a 
request is reasonable.

Authors make their  
data freely available to  
the public, but under a 
license that limits re-use.

Authors must make  
their data freely available 
to the public, under a 
license allowing re-use  
by any third party for  
any lawful purpose.  
Data shall be findable  
and fully accessible.

Authors must make their 
data freely available to 
the public, under a license 
allowing re-use by any 
third party for any lawful 
purpose. Additionally, data 
shall meet with  
FAIR standards as 
established in the relevant 
subject area. 

Data Availability Highly encouraged Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory

Highly encouraged Highly encouraged Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory

Highly encouraged Highly encouraged Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory

 Author’s choice Author’s choice Author’s choice CC0, CCBY or equivalent CCBY, CC0 or equivalent

Data sharing policies

Guidance, developments, news and ideas for Taylor & Francis authors
 @tandfonline   @TaylorandFrancisGroup   authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com



Providing Guidance for Authors 

Encouraging authors to deposit first to a suitable subject 
repository, T&F also provide guidance on general reposito-
ries, including Figshare.

Authors submitting to a journal with a data policy are sup-
ported with information on relevant data repositories and 
guidance for the process of sharing that data with the info-
graphic on the left.

Looking Ahead 

To date, feedback on the policy suite has been largely pos-
itive, even if some concerns have been raised in relation to 
data sharing in general. “Some researchers have argued, 
for example, that our policies and those of other publishers 
are based on a positivist view of science whereby one is 
seeking to uncover causality, which is not always the aim of 
social science research,” said Caroline. “For other scholars 
there has been a question of what is meant by data at all; 
how does an art historian - whose work entails interpreting 
pre-existing artefacts that he or she has no ownership over 
- share data?”

Alongside continued advocacy work and outreach, an im-
portant activity on the 2019 roadmap for data sharing pol-
icy implementation is to work with editors and societies to 
move as many journals as possible to more progressive pol-
icies. Equally important is engagement in initiatives across 
stakeholder groups and in cooperation with other publish-
ing houses to further develop overarching infrastructures 
to support data sharing, including linking data sets depos-
ited with Figshare to the corresponding article in a Taylor 
& Francis journal. 

More information on T&F’s data policy can be found on the 
author services area of their website 5.

“ There are degrees of open. By structuring our policies along a continuum of openness 
and compliance with FAIR principles, we hope this makes it possible for researchers to 

be as open as possible with their research data in relation to their circumstances.”

Sharing data: understanding our basic data sharing policy. 
Taylor and Francis. CC-BY-NC .4

1  https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles
2   https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples
3   http://authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Author-Services-Data-sharing-policies.pdf
4   http://authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Understanding-our-basic-data-sharing-policy.pdf
5   https://authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/understanding-our-data-sharing-policies/#

Sharing data: understanding 
our basic data sharing policy

Guidance, developments, news and ideas for Taylor & Francis authors
 @tandfauthorserv   tandfauthorservices   authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com
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(  Submitting your article to a Taylor & Francis, Routledge or Cogent OA journal

(  A data set is associated with your paper

The example below shows the steps you’ll need to follow for many of our journals 
with a basic data sharing policy, which encourages authors to deposit data in a 
suitable repository, to cite it, and provide a data availability statement.

´

Choose  
the journal  
you want to 
submit your 

paper to

Check:  
has the  

data been  
deposited in a 

repository?

Pause your 
submission  
and submit  

the data to a 
suitable  

repository 

Provide  
the DOI,  

reserved DOI, or 
other persistent 
identifier en 

prompted

Include  
a data  

availability 
statement  
with your 

submission 

Ensure  
the data has  
been cited in  

the paper and 
reference list

Check  
the data  

sharing policy 
in the journal’s 
Instructions for 

Authors

Finalize  
your submission 

and when  
you’re ready, 
submit your  

paper 

Yes

No

The journal  
applies the  
basic data  

sharing  
policy

(

A data  
set is  

associated  
with your  

paper

(

*

*

Find out more at:  
bit.ly/datasharingpolicies
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